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QUINCY WILSON
FLORIDA
Height: 6‘1“
40 yd Dash: 4.54

Weight: 211
Arms: 32.25
Combine:
3 Cone: 6.88
20 yd Shuttle: 4.02

Pros:
- Physical corner with a great chuck at the line
- Does a great job of using sideline as defender
- Quick feet and great closing burst
- Nasty streak and plays very, very hard
- Great agility and acceleration to the ball
- Long arms to jam and tackle
- Sticky man corner who can shadow very well
- Could play safety with size and anticipation

Vert: 32”

Cons:
- Loses track of man in zone responsibility
- Long speed is average, hip flip issues
- Can be too grabby and plays WR, not ball
- Not aggressive enough through block by WR

Summary: While Teez Tabor got most of the recognition as the player in the Florida secondary to watch,
junior Quincy Wilson may be the better pro. Wilson finished the season with 33 tackles, a sack and three
picks, one for a TD. Wilson has the size, strength and mentality to be a successful pro no matter what
position he plays. Wilson shines at the line of scrimmage. He’s strong, with long arms and a strong
punch to jam receivers. He does a great job boxing wide outs to the sideline and not allowing them a
clean release. He has great anticipation on short routes and a very good closing burst to disrupt the
pass. With his size, Wilson could also play safety but is primarily a press-man corner prospect. Wilson
plays with a nasty streak and does a great job of wrapping up and not missing tackles he has a chance at.
He didn’t have a lot of opportunity due to his coverage assignments taking him down field, but when he
did, he was able to wrap up and secure the ball-carrier. Wilson tested well, but shows a bit of a hitch in
his transition when flipping his hips. He has very good closing burst on the ball but struggles with deep
speed and fast receivers. If he can’t get his hands on the player, he can struggle to keep up. However, I
think the issues with his athleticism are a bit overblown. Yes he’s not the fastest player, but he’s still a
good athlete and will be able to stay with most players he faces. His demeanor and physical play at the
line can make up for the rest. He’s a first round pick who isn’t scheme versatile, but if he finds the right
system, will be a high quality starter in the NFL.

